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Abstract

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN OF STEEL GUSSET PLATES USING WHITMORE
METHOD AND ANALYSIS USING DIGITAL IMAGE CORRELATION

Prajwal Pokhrel
Thesis Chair: Michael Gangone, Ph.D.
The University of Texas at Tyler
August 2019
Gusset plates are necessary for transferring loads from one structural member to
another. During load transfer gussets can undergo shear, net section rupture and gross
section yielding. Gusset design is a complex process and there is still a lack of knowledge
regarding the stress and strain distribution in gusset plates. Current design practices
which use Whitmore method, may not be sufficient to accurately predict the capacity of a
gusset plate. An experimental study was conducted at The University of Texas at Tyler to
understand the failure mechanism of gusset plates under uniaxial tensile loading.
Variables considered for the experiment are pitch distance, number of bolts used and
dimensions of the gusset plate. A 3/16 inch thick gusset plate was used for each test in the
experiment. A WT3*8 section was used as the tension member for the experimental
analysis. Limit state checks of gross section yielding, net section fracture, block shear
rupture and bearing strength at holes were performed to calculate the design strength of
the connection using the Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) method. Digital
Image Correlation (DIC) was used for analyzing major strains in the gusset plate around
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the bolted connection of the WT and gusset plate. All of the plates failed in block shear at
loads significantly higher than those predicted by Whitmore effective width fracture
mode. Furthermore, the variability of the error in prediction was significantly lower for
predictions using block shear (coefficient of variance 0.05) versus those using Whitmore
fracture (coefficient of variance 0.192). DIC results clearly showed evidence of strains
associated with block shear including measurement of necking and clear evidence that
Whitmore fracture did not occur- relatively high strains in the areas associated with a
Whitmore fracture were not seen. The study ultimately shows that Whitmore fracture was
not a realistic failure mode for these uniaxially loaded gusset plates.

x

Chapter One
1.0 Introduction
Gusset plates comprised of steel plates that are used in connecting various
structural members like beams, columns, girders and truss members together. An
example of a gusset plate is shown in Figure 1. Gussets are one of the most important
units in a bridge and other structures because they are responsible for transferring load
between members at the connection. However, there is a gap in the knowledge in the
design of gusset plates including a lack of knowledge about critical regions in gussets
where maximum stress distribution occurs, parameters that influence gusset plate failure
and modes of gusset plate failure. Various parameters influence a gusset plate and its
connection capacity. Gusset plates transfer stresses to structural members in and out of its
body which will ultimately produce bending, shear and normal forces in the plate (1).
Evaluation of types of stresses in gussets is extremely important to understand and
describe limit states that govern the characteristics and failure mode of gusset plates (2).
Better understanding of the failure modes of gusset plates would allow for a better design
and aid in preventing future failures.
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Figure 1. Example of a gusset plate on a bridge (3)
1.1 Gusset Plate in Tension
Various possible failure modes exist for gusset plate under tensile loadings.
Modes of failure include gross section yielding, net section fracture, and block shear
rupture. Shear yielding in gross sectional area occurs in a triangular region bounded by
lines at an angle of 300 as shown in Figure 2. Considering current practices, the gross and
net area of gusset plates are calculated using Whitmore method which assumes stresses
are dispersed at an angle of 300 when transferring load from tension member to gusset
plates (3). The resistance for gussets in tension is taken as the lowest nominal strength of
all the failure modes. For a centric axially loaded gusset plate connection, the load is
assumed to be distributed equally to all bolts in the connection (4). According to Hardash
and Bjorhovde (2) ,net section failure also known as tearing failure, commonly occurs
across a line through last row of bolts in a connection. Net section fracture is shown
Figure 3(a). Block shear rupture is a combination of two failure modes, tension and shear
as shown in Figure 3(b). Tensile failure occurs across a column of bolts perpendicular to
2

the load and shear failure occurs along the column of bolt in the direction of the applied
load.

Figure 2. Whitmore section method (5)

(a)

3

(b)
Figure 3. (a) Net section Fracture (b) Block shear failure (6)
1.2 Shear Lag
A non- uniform distribution of stress among the tension members that are adjacent
to a connection is known as a shear lag effect. Shear lag effect is important to estimate
the accurate section efficiency because the entire cross section is not fully effective at
critical location. Research conducted by Munse and Chesson (7) concluded that the two
most dominant factors affecting a section strength in a gusset connection is length of the
connection and eccentricity of the connection which are functions of shear lag.
Calculations of net effective area of tension members in AISC specifications is based on
Munse and Chesson work where net effective area is multiplied by shear lag coefficient
(U) to determine effective area of the section. Shear lag coefficient is expressed as, U =
1-(X/L), where X is connection eccentricity and L is connection length (7) .
1.3 Variables affecting strength of gusset connection
The strength of a connection having two rows of bolts dependent on many factors,
including both the edge distance as well as bolt spacing. Larger bolt spacing means larger
4

capacity for any connection. Increase in end distance changes the failure mode in gusset
plates. For larger end distance bearing failure is more common compared to shorter end
distance where end tear out is common (8). The method of loading is critical to define
and describe limit states governing the behavior and strength modes of the gusset plates.
Thickness of the plate and symmetry are important because plates tend to elongate in the
direction of applied load for asymmetric geometry (2). Arrangement of the bolt holes
used in a connection have an effect on the overall strength of gusset plates. Zig zag bolt
spacing increases the net section area compared to bolts aligned vertically and
horizontally. The plate boundaries combined with loading pattern in plate effect out of
plane bending capacity and buckling of plate (9).

5

Figure 4. Plate diagram with different distances labeled
1.4 Digital Image Correlation (DIC)
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) is a modern technology used to measure strain and
displacement in a continuous material by comparing the digital images of specimen at
different stage of deformation. It was first developed at the University of South Carolina
in the early 1980’s. DIC is considered one of the most powerful tool to measure surface
deformation. DIC is a non- interferometric optical technique which determines surface
deformation of an object by comparing the grey intensity changes of an object surface
before and after the deformation. 3-D DIC system requires a pair of cameras that are
6

mounted on a rigid bar or stand as shown in Figure 5. This camera is connected to a storage
device like a laptop. The cameras are focused on the specimen and is photographed before,
during and after the loading is applied. Cameras should be properly calibrated to counteract
any distortion observed during the experiment (10). DIC is widely accepted technique
because of its capability to measure displacement to sub pixel accuracy and full field strains
(11). To measure deformation an object must have a pattern on its surface. In case of no
pattern an artificial pattern can be made (12). DIC consist of three basic steps-1)
Preparation of the specimen with distinct pattern on its surface. 2) Capturing images of the
specimen surface before and during loading 3) Using DIC software to analyze the images
and obtain field of displacements.

Figure 5. 2- D DIC System Setup (11)
1.5 Other methods for strain measurement
Strain gauges are the most common method used to measure strain in a specimen.
Mounting of strain gauges to a specimen is itself a challenge and time consuming. Strain
gauges also give a very localized measurement. Other NDT conventional technique
7

include laser shearography and speckle interferometry which are techniques that are more
expensive and difficult to use especially in outside environment where they require low
vibration and accurate set up technique (13). DIC in comparison to strain gauges is easier
to use and, in some cases, requires less equipment. Additionally, set up is less extensive
and does not require it to be in contact with the specimen.
1.6 Current design practice
In design, the strength of a uniaxial gusset plate loaded in tension must be checked
for gross section yielding, net section yielding, block shear, bolt bearing and tear -out,
and fracture of the Whitmore section. In the LRFD design method, the nominal strength
of each limit state is modified by resistance factor,  which provides a portion of the
overall safety factor. Resistance factors are not used here in order to compare the design
predictions to observed failure loads. Determination of appropriate resistance factors for
various limit states is beyond the scope of this thesis. This effective Whitmore width, Lw
as shown in Figure 2 is the region in the vicinity of which Whitmore observed maximum
principal stresses for the plate.
Current design method for block shear capacity of tension member is determined
following the American Institute for Steel Construction (AISC) 14th edition (14) manual
equation J4-5. Block shear in a plate material occurs by the combination of tension
failure on a plane perpendicular to the load and shear failure on a plane parallel to the
load.
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant <= 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
Where, Anv = net area in shear
8

AISC (J4-5)

Ant = net area in tension
Agv = gross area in shear
Ubs = 1.0, for tension member
1.7 Problem Statement
A recent study conducted by Elliot et al. (15) describes the shortcomings of the
Whitmore method for bolted connections. They discovered that the Whitmore criterion
underestimates the strength of gusset connections especially those with few rows of bolts.
A study conducted by Alberg and Larsen (15) found that the ultimate load capacity of
gusset connections having 2 rows of bolt was 90% more than capacity determined from
Whitmore criteria. Although the Whitmore method is widely, modern studies have shown
it is not valid for all kinds of steel connections. To better design gusset plates, proper
knowledge of the region of maximum stress distribution is required. Understanding
modes of failure and factors affecting failure mechanisms will allow for safer design of
gusset plates.
1.8 Objective
The objective of this thesis is to investigate the mode of failure for designed gusset
plates and whether the parameters pitch distance, number of bolts and dimensions of plate
influence gusset failure strength. DIC is used to capture surface major strains of 8 gusset
plates with varying dimensions, connection length and number of bolts to compare strains
in the plates and to provide direct evidence of the actual failure modes. Comparison of
failure strength for the gusset plate is done between Whitmore and block shear method.
To accomplish this the thesis is organized in following manner below.

9

Chapter 2: Literature review - Describes previous investigation into behavior of gusset
plates.
Chapter 3: Design of test specimen -This chapter describes the design of the testing
specimens for the thesis. This includes the design of a WT section, 8 gusset plates and 2
fixture plates.
Chapter 4: Experimental setup of specimens - Describes the laboratory setup used to test
8 gusset plates in uniaxial tension.
Chapter 5: Experimental testing -This chapter discusses the results from the testing. This
includes images captured from 3D-DIC on the surface of the gusset plates around the
bolted connection with the WT section. In addition, it also discusses the failure mode of
each plate tested.
Chapter 6: Conclusion and future work - This chapter provides conclusions from the
testing as well as recommended future work.
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Chapter Two
Literature review
2.1 Experimental Investigation for steel connection
R.E. Whitmore, after identifying a gap in the knowledge about stresses in gusset
plates, conducted a test on a replica of a warren truss joint connection for a 295-ft truss
which was built at quarter scale (16). The purpose of his research was to study the stress
distribution in gusset plates. The tests were conducted using aluminum material for both
the members and gusset plates. Stress trajectories were identified by mounting multiple
strain gauges on the gusset plate. Whitmore studied the strain patterns and further
promulgated a concept of calculating normal stresses using an effective width. Whitmore
defined effective width as the distance measured from a point where a horizontal line drawn
through the last rows of bolt intersects lines drawn at an angle of 300 to the outermost
vertical bolt line as shown in figure 2. He concluded that this width multiplied by the
thickness of the plate will give an effective area which when multiplied by normal stresses
gives the value for critical loads in the gusset plate. The Whitmore section is an easy way
to determine peak tensile or compressive stress for given uneven stress distribution (16).
Bjorhovde et al. (9) conducted a test of full sized gusset plate connections in 1985.
They conducted a total of six experiments with three tests each at two different plate
thicknesses and three different bracing member orientation angles measured from the beam
axis. Figure 6 shows test specimen details for the experiment. Design of the plates was
done following the Canadian limit state design criteria, using the Whitmore method to
check the capacity of plates. Strains and displacement measurements were captured using
11

strain gauges, displacement transducers and a load cell. The primary mode of failure was
found to be tearing across bottom bolt holes of the splice connection between gusset plate
and bracing members. The results from the experiment showed that the plate boundaries
along with the applied load pattern effect the plate buckling and out of plane bending
phenomenon significantly.

Figure 6 . Bjorhovde experiment overall test specimen details (9)
Cheng et al. (17) studied the behavior of gusset plate connections under cyclic and
monotonic conditions. Three different gusset plates were used for the experiment with
varying length for bracing members. He observed that the tensile capacity for the
connection is limited by yielding of either the gusset plate or brace member whereas the
compressive capacity for the connection is limited by buckling of either the brace member
or gusset plate. Yielding of the plate occurred before the plate underwent buckling. The
addition of edge stiffeners did not increase the buckling capacity of the gusset plate but
12

post buckling compressive strength was improved and so were the energy dissipation
characteristics of the gusset plates. This observation validates the concept of weak gusset
-strong brace member.
Lewis et al. (18) studied the effect of edge distance in bearing capacity for bolted
connection. Their study was focused on the abrupt change in bearing capacity of the plates
when there is an increase in the edge distance. Experiment results showed that two bolt test
connections were dependent on bolt spacing as well as edge distance. He concluded that a
connection which has lower sized bolts has less strength as compared to the bolts which
are higher in size. Also his study suggested that for ¾ inch diameter bolt hole a spacing of
2.25 inch is not sufficient but a spacing of 3.5 inch is sufficient for resisting the required
load.
Abbasi et al. (19) studied the behavior of gusset plate connections with one and two
bolts in gusset plate connection under tensile loading. This type of connection is common
in antenna tower structures. Abbasi found a significant difference in the strain distribution
for single and double bolt connections. He concluded that for a plate connection with one
bolt hole there is no significant meaning of load dispersion angle and effective width as
many lines can be drawn through a single hole. In the case of a two-bolt connection, the
load dispersion angle was found to be around 25 to 31 degrees. Smaller size bolts having
size of around 22 mm failed either by bolt shearing or due to tearing of the connected angle
whereas for large size bolts of diameter around 38 mm failure mode changed to bearing
failure.
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Elliott et al. (15) studied the validity of Whitmore section capacity for the design
of bolted connection. Elliott argues that Whitmore section method is not applicable for all
types of bolted connection. A number of papers on Whitmore section were reviewed and
based on the findings from those papers and a finite element analysis this paper shows the
that Whitmore criterion can be made redundant and a correct block shear criterion can be
used for actual gusset plate strength calculations. According to this paper it has not been
convincingly proven that Whitmore section failure exist in the gusset plate. Whitmore
section failure is the failure criterion where the rupture of plate spreads across both sides
of each bolt holes. Another argument presented in the paper is that Whitmore failure occurs
in the plate only after the plate already undergoes block shear failure mode. This implies
that block shear method is sufficient in determining the capacity of gusset plates because
of the fact Whitmore section is seen after the plate undergoes block shear failure. A number
of evidences are presented in the paper to prove this claim. Gusset plate connections having
7 number of bolt has equal Whitmore failure and block shear failure even though plate
failed in block shear. For Whitmore section to exist actual failure load should have been in
agreement with the Whitmore failure method. A study conducted by Bjorhovde and
Chakrabarti (9) was also not convincing enough to prove Whitmore section exist according
to the Elliot et al. observation. Their experiment had specimens with 9 rows of bolts and
Whitmore failure load was higher than block shear which means block shear governs the
failure strength of gusset plate. Also there was no clear indication of whether failure in
outside Whitmore zone occurred before the block shear failure occurred in inner zone of
gusset plate. A finite element model was presented to indicate the actual failure that
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occurred in specimen T-16 used in the Aalberg and Larsen (20) study. Results of the
analysis showed that the necking of the plate occurred in the net tensile section of the plate
which doesn’t extend up to the outer Whitmore zone. Out of plane displacement (indicating
plate thinning and thus necking) of one of their examined plate are shown in Figure 7. It
was fascinating to observe this result as the applied load to achieve this was 27% greater
than Whitmore capacity. The blue portion in between last rows of bolts is the indication of

Figure 7. Necking across the lead bolt of specimen (15)
no Whitmore failure in the plate. Elliot compared the results obtained by Whitmore and
block shear method for plates tested by Aalberg and Larsen (20) which were known to
have failed in block shear. The ratio of ultimate load obtained in the lab to actual
calculated load known as professional factor was compared in this paper. The
professional factor obtained by using the Whitmore load was much greater than the factor
that was obtained using the block shear method. For block shear, relatively all
professional factors were closer to 1, which indicates agreement with actual failure loads,
however this was not the case for the Whitmore section method where underestimation
was as high as up to 90 % for specimens with two rows of bolts. The average of the
Whitmore professional factor was 1.46 whereas the same factor for block shear was 1.01.
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The coefficient of variation was 0.162 for the Whitmore factor and it was 0.043 for the
block shear factor. Similar comparisons were done for the plates that were tested by Huns
et al. (21) whose study had specimens 3 number of bolts rows. Comparison result was in
agreement with Aalberg and Larsen study. The professional factors for Whitmore were
always larger compared to block shear in this case too. Whitmore method underestimated
the actual load by up to 31% whereas compared to block shear this value was as low as
12%. Another similar comparison was done for Mullin et al. (22) Mullin tested the
connection which had 6 to 8 number of bolts. Professional factor by Whitmore method
was almost similar to that of professional factor obtained from block shear. This
comparison is in agreement with the Elliot claim which suggests that connection having
around 6 to 7 rows of bolts have similar results from both Whitmore and block shear
method. Figure 8 represents von mises stress contour in around block shear region for the
plate. Observing the stress contour on the plates, von mises stress contours around the

Figure 8. Von mises stress state showing block shear for specimen T-16
block shear is higher compared to outer Whitmore zone which indicates block shear
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criterion should be used rather than the Whitmore criterion for gusset plate design.
2.2 Finite Element Analysis for Gusset connection
Rosenstrauch et al. (23) analyzed the capacity of gusset plate connections using
Whitmore, block shear, global section shear and finite elements method. The study was
conducted to understand the capacity and failure mechanism of the gusset plates. They did
the FE modelling of the 1952 Whitmore experimental connection. The experimental results
were compared to the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) load rating guide. One of
the method used by FHWA, known as the direct tension method which is commonly known
as Whitmore section method, for load rating of gusset plate was found to be deficient. The
study showed that the direct tension method is insufficient to predict onset of plasticity and
to predict plate behavior. They observed the primary mode of failure was gross horizontal
section yielding. After load exceeded the value of ultimate stress they observed a global
shear and block shear pattern in the gusset plate.
Hu et al. (24) conducted a study to examine a design strength model on the basis
of possible failure patterns that occur in the gusset plates, ultimately calculating their
strength. He conducted a series of finite element analysis to understand the in-elastic
behavior of gusset plates. Rating factor (RF) is the ratio of the factored capacity to the
factored demand. Hu suggested investigating RF ratios of resistance capacity to applied
loads is the most effective way to determine the primary mode of failure in a gusset plate.
This because multiple failure modes are occurring at the same time and it will be tedious
to capture that exact mode of failure. According to Hu block shear failure occurring at the
connection between a diagonal member and the gusset plate had a RF value of 2.27.
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A non-linear finite element analysis of critical gusset plates in the I-35 bridge in
Minnesota was conducted by Liao et al. (25) . An analytical investigation was completed
on the U10 gusset plate of the bridge. The results of the study suggested that before failure
a major part of the gusset plate underwent yielding. The study also concluded that weight
increase due to past reconstruction work in the deck areas and insufficient thickness of
gusset plates contributed to the yielding of the gusset plate prior to failure. Three
dimensional FE modelling was conducted using the stress data of truss members. Analysis
showed that when truss forces and loads were increased yielding spread along the
compression diagonal. The analysis was conducted in ABAQUS. The result showed that
increasing the thickness of the gusset plate, could have resisted substantial yielding and
ultimately failure of the gusset plate. (25)
Salih et al. (26) performed a numerical investigation of net section failure in
stainless steel bolted connections. Salih developed a model to study the main parameters
that influence net section rupture in stainless steel bolt connection, these parameters were
edge distance and bolt configuration. He found that the ductility of stainless steel is enough
for redistributing stresses prior to a fracture. This result led him to propose a revised
equation for net section capacity of a stainless steel connection. Experimental result
showed that for stainless steel, the nominal stress at the critical net section at failure is
greater than or equal to the ultimate strength of the material. As a result he suggested the
ultimate strength of the plate does not need any reduction factor and net section capacity is
given as, Pn = An*fu where An, fu are net area of cross section and ultimate fracture
strength for the plate respectively (26).
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After the catastrophic failure of I-35 bridge in Minneapolis, guidelines were issued
for bridge owners by FHWA for load rating evaluation of gusset plates. To make the
assessment more reliable economical and faster a procedure for rapid assessment of steel
gusset plates with the inclusion of maximum stresses and onset of yielding in the plates
was developed. A non linear finite element analysis was performed considering various
parameters such as plate thickness, yield stress and load distribution for actual in field
gusset connection of the Washington bridges. The result of the research showed that to
predict the onset of gusset yielding stresses generated from interacting members should
also be considered. Current procedure outlined by FHWA do not predict onset of yielding
under service loads. Triage evaluation procedure developed in this research is a single
stress check which accounts for the worst possible stress cases without considering
multiple load case scenarios making it a simple and fast check for DOTs (27).
2.3 Use of DIC for steel plate and connection
Researchers from National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) in
collaboration with FHWA conducted research to measure displacement, strains and
deformed shape of a gusset plate connection using 3-D DIC. With the use of DIC they
could track initiation of the out of plane shape of gussets and describe maximum shear
strain boundaries from start to failure. It was observed that the bands of deformation
extended from the bolt lines of one member to the other one through large open spaces. By
the help of DIC maximum in plane shear strain was tracked along with initial yielding point
(28).
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Roover et al. (29) conducted experimental work to examine the ability of DIC to
measure the displacement of a complex steel connection system. The paper suggested that
DIC is a complementary tool which is capable of measuring deformation and strain along
with the point of deformation initiation unlike classical strain measurement technique. DIC
enables large displacement fields to be captured at one time. This is important because
visibility of a larger displacement field enables researcher to predict possible areas of
failure. Area of high stress concentrations can be predicted by observing high differences
in displacement contour.
Sozen et al. (30) conducted a laboratory test to measure in plane displacement in
bolted connection using DIC. Sozen used a simple bolted connection for determining
deformation characteristics using DIC. The test specimens were prepared by generating a
random speckle pattern on the surface where the displacement were to be measured. For
generating a random pattern, the specimen was first sprayed with a white dye followed by
a black dye to produce black patterns. Computation of the in plane displacement was done
by analyzing digital images. Images were captured at 1 frame per every 2 seconds.
Displacements were calculated in two point vector form by defining a rectangular pattern
element.
Mai et al. (31) used DIC to investigate the block shear failure mode of a steel
connection. A total number of 12 tests having 3mm thickness specimen were conducted.
G450 steel sheets were used for testing. High strength bolts of grade 8.8 were used to
eliminate the possibility of bolt shear failure. For DIC, a high resolution camera, the Nikon
D810, was used to capture images throughout the loading process. The bolts near to the
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edge failed by end tear out along with net section tension rupture. Experimental result
showed a good agreement with the current design equations for block shear strength of the
connection. Mai was able to better understanding failure progression of gusset connection
using DIC.
Sierra et al. (32) performed structural analysis of a steel to aluminum welded overlap
using DIC. Components of the in plane displacement vector were obtained using a DIC
algorithm recorded by a high resolution camera. Displacement components for a particular
point X was determined by maximizing the normalized correlation coefficient for a
continuous signal. Correction procedure were used to account for image distortion resulting
from out-of-plane displacement.
Wattrisse et al. (33) used DIC to study strain localization during tensile testing of
flat steel samples. Digital speckle image correlation was used in order to obtained two in
plane displacement components. Samples were artificially speckled with white light to
contrast sample surface for correlation computations. Wattrisse concluded that correlation
technique was able to produce results to study the initiation and progress of strain
localization mechanism.
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Chapter Three
Design of Test Specimen
A design of the specimen used in this testing was completed using Load and
Resistance Factored Design (LRFD). Limit state calculations were carried out to check the
strength of connections and members. The design was done to ensure failure occurred in
the gusset plate and not the other member of the setup. All the calculations were done
following AISC manual, 14th edition (14). A resistance factor (Ф) was not applied to design
calculations since the actual failure loads were needed. Specimens that were used for the
experiments are explained below.
3.1 Structural layout
Figure 9 below shows the detail experimental set up for all the specimens connected
together.
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Figure 9: Experimental setup whole arrangement (left)(i) Front view (right)(ii) Side view
(All dimensions in inches)
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3.2 Gusset Plates
Gusset plates can be of different shapes like trapezoidal, rectangular or hexagonal
shapes which is shown in Figure 1. However, gusset plates are designed by treating it as a
rectangular member having an effective width of LW and thickness t. A490 5/8 inch
diameter bolts were used for the gusset and WT connection. Plate 1 and 2 were designed
with 4 bolt holes at the top having a pitch and edge distance of 2 inches. To study the effect
of the number of bolts, plate 3 and 4 were designed with six bolt holes at the top. Gusset
plates 5 and 6 had 4 bolts having a pitch distance of 4 inches and the same edge distance
of 2 inches. To study how gusset size effects the overall strength and failure, plates 7 and
8 were designed with a reduced width of 10.5 inches. Four bolt holes were cut at the bottom
of this gusset plate. Table 1 summarizes each gusset plate used. The plates used in this
testing are shown in Figure 10-13.
Table 1: Description of plates parameters for the test
Plate

Figure

# of bolts Pitch
distance

Gauge

Grade

distance

steel

of

Plate
dimensions
Width
depth
(in x in)

1,2

5

4

2 in.

2 in.

A36

15.5x26

3,4

6

6

2 in.

2 in.

A36

15.5x26

5,6

7

4

4 in.

2 in.

A36

15.5x26

7,8

8

4

2 in.

2 in.

A36

10.5x26
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x

Figure 10:Gusset plate test specimen 1 and 2
(All dimensions in inches)
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Figure 11: Gusset plate test specimen 3 and 4
(All dimensions in inches)
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Figure 12: Gusset plate specimen 5 and 6
(All dimensions in inches)
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Figure 13: Gusset plate specimen 7 and 8
(All dimensions in inches)
3.3 Tension member
Gusset plates are used to connect structural elements. A WT 3x8 section made of
A992 steel was chosen as the structural tension member for this research. The flange of
the WT section was bolted to the gusset plates. There were 8 bolt holes with gauge
distance of 2 inch to allow flexibility in the gusset plate connections. At the top of the
WT section a half inch thick and four inch wide plate was welded to increase the strength
at top and ensure WT will not fail at that region. At the opposite end of WT, the web was
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removed and replaced with a welded plate to allow that end to be griped by the testing
machine. Figure 14 shows the gusset plates used as the tension member for experiment.

Figure 14:(left)(a)WT section experimental arrangement (right) (b) WT section side view
(All dimensions in inches)
3.4 Fixture plates
Two half inch thick A36 steel plates were used to sandwich the gusset plate at the
end away from the WT. These plates are shown in Figure 15. Six ¾ inch diameter A490
bolts were used for the connection. A 15x4x3/16 inch plate was used to fill the gap between
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the legs of fixture plates. This was done because while applying load the bottom leg had to
be clamped, so to avoid bending at the bottom a plate was inserted in between.

Figure 15: Experimental set up bottom fixture plates (left)(i) side view (right)(ii)front view
(All dimensions in inches)
3.5 Design of Specimen
3.5.1 Nomenclature
Symbol

Definition

Fy

Yield strength

Fu

Fracture strength

tw

Web thickness

tf

Flange thickness

30

bf

Flange width

d

depth

Фt

Resistance factor for tension

Ag

Gross sectional area

Agt

Gross tension area

Pn

Tensile yield

Ae

Effective area

U

Shear lag factor

Rn

Nominal strength

Agv

Gross shear area

Anv

Net shear area

Ww

Whitmore width

FEXX

Classification strength

3.5.2 Material Properties
Tension member WT 3x8

Fy =50 ksi

Fu = 65 ksi

Gusset Plate

Fy =36 ksi

Fu = 58 ksi

Fixture Plate

Fy =36 ksi

Fu = 58 ksi

3.5.3 Geometric Properties
Tension Member WT 3x8

tw =0.26 in.

tf =0.405 in.

Gusset Plate 1&2

w= 15.5 in.

d= 26 in.

Gusset Plate 3&4

w= 15.5 in.

d= 26 in.

Gusset Plate 5&6

w=15.5 in.

d= 26 in.
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d= 3.14 in.

bf = 4.03 in.

Gusset Plate 7&8

w=10.5 in.

d=26 in.

Fixture Plate

w=15.5 in, at top

t=3/16 in.

d=30 in., from top to bottom

3.5.4 Design calculations
All calculations using AISC correspond to the 14th edition of the manual. Limit states
involving fracture (net section, Whitmore section and block shear) include increase of
assumed hole diameter by 1/16 inch to account for material damage during hole prediction.
Nominal tensile yielding of WT section
Pn=50*Ag

AISC (D2-1)

=50*2.37
= 118.5 kips
Nominal fracture strength of WT section with 4 bolt holes
Pn=Fu *Ae

AISC (D2-2)

=65*1.167
= 75.855 kips
Ae= An * U =1.167 in2
𝑥̅

U= 1- 𝑙 = 1-

AISC (D3-1)

0.676

= 0.662

2

Table D3.1

An was calculated in accordance with provisions of Section B4.3
12

Alost= 2*16*0.405=0.6075 in2
An= 2.37 -0.6075 =1.7625 in2
Nominal fracture strength with 6 bolt holes
𝑥̅

U=1- 𝑙 = 1-

0.676
4

=0.831

Ae= An*U=1.465 in2
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Pn= 65 * 1.465
=95.225 kips
Nominal yield strength Pn in gross section of WT at top
Pn =Fy*Ag

AISC (D2-1)

=50*0.405*4.03+36*0.50*4.0
= 153.608 kips
Bolt tear out in WT at edge four bolt holes
= 1.5*Lc*t*Fu

AISC (J3-6a)

=1.5*1.656*(0.405)*65
=65.391 kips/hole

Figure 16:Strength at bolt holes WT section
(All dimension in inches)
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Bolt tear out in WT at middle
=1.5*Lc*t*Fu
=1.5 * 1.312* 0.405*65
=51.808 kips/hole
Bolt bearing mid and edge
Rn = 3*d*t*Fu

AISC (J3-6a)

=3 *(5/8 ) *0.405*65
=49.359 kips/hole
Bolt bearing governs all holes
Total strength for four holes= 4 * 49.359
=197.436 kips
Total strength for Six bolts = 6*49.36= 296.16 kips
Block shear strength for top four bolts in WT
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant <= 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
Agv=0.405*2*4
=3.24 in2
Agt= 2*0.405*1.015
=0.822 in2
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AISC

J4-5

Figure 17:Block shear failure 4 bolts
(All dimension in inches)

Anv=Agv – 2*1.5*0.405*[(5/8) + (2/16)]
=3.24-0.84
=2.329 in2
Ant= Agt- (12/16)*(0.405)
=0.518 in2
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv+Ubs Fu Ant
=124.501 kips
Rn=0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
=130.87 kips
Block shear strength = 124.501 kips
Block shear strength for top six bolts in WT
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Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant <= 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant

Figure 18:Block shear failure 6 bolts
(All dimension in inches)

Agv= 2*0.405*6
=4.86 in2
Agt=0.822 in2
Anv= 4.86 – 5*(12/16)*0.405
=3.341 in2
Ant=0.518 in2
Agt=0.822 in2
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant
= 163.969 kips
Rn=0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
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AISC

J4-5

=202.798 kips
Block shear strength = 163.969 kips
Block shear strength alternate path 4 bolts
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant <= 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant

AISC

J4-5

AISC

J4-5

Agv= 0.26*4
=1.04 in2
Anv= 1.04 in2
Agt = 2.37 – (3.14-0.655)*0.260
=1.724 in2
Ant= 1.724 – 2(12/16)*(0.405)
=1.116 in2
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant
=113.1 kips
Rn=0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
= 103.74 kips
Block shear strength = 103.74 kips
Block shear strength alternate path 6 bolts
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant <= 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
Agv= 0.26 *6
=1.56 in2
Anv= 1.56 in2
Ant= 1.116 in2
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Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant
=133.38 in2
Rn=0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
=119.34 kips
Design Shear Strength (ФRn) of the Weld
√2

𝐷

Rn=0.60FEXX( 2 )(16)l

AISC (8-1)

=0.60*60*0.707*0.5*27
=343.6 kips
Strength of the bolts
5/8 inch, ASTM design, Group B A490 bolts was used for connection of Gusset plate and
WT section.
From Table 7-1 Group B (A490) N bolts, 15.7 kips / bolt. This table value has Ф in it. As
Ф is not considered in any design equation strength is divided by Ф.
Shear strength per bolt = 20.93 kips
Total strength for four bolts = 4* 20.9 = 83.6 kips
Total strength for six bolts = 6*20.9 = 125.4 kips
¾ of an inch, ASTM design, Group B A490 bolts was used for connecting fixture and
gusset plates.
Shear strength per bolt = 30.0 kips

Table 7-1

Total strength for six bolts = 360 kips (double shear)
Total strength for four bolts, Plate 9 and 10 = 240 kips (double shear)
Yielding of gusset plate
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Pn= Ag *Fy

AISC

J4-3

=15.5 *(3/16)*(36)
=104.625 kips
Fracture strength

AISC

J4-4

AISC

J4-5

Ag=2.906 in2
An=2.906 – 2*(12/16)*(3/16)
=2.625 in2
Pn= An*Fu
=2.625 * 58
=152.25 kips
Block shear gusset plate for 4 bolts
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant <= 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
Agv= 2*4*(3/16)
=1.5 in2
Anv= 1.50 – 3*(12/16)*(3/16)
=1.078 in2
Agt= 2*(3/16)
=0.375 in2
Ant= 0.375 – (12/16) *(3/16)
=0.234 in2
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant
=51.086 kips
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Rn=0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
=45.972 in2
Block shear strength = 45.972 kips
Calculation of Whitmore fracture strength for 4 bolt
Gauge distance = 2 in.
Pitch = 2 in.
Calculating horizontal distance between Whitmore 300 line and center of the bolt

Figure 19: Whitmore width for 4 bolt connection
(All dimensions in inches)

X=Tan300 * pitch
=0.577*2
=1.154 in.
Whitmore width (Ww) = X+ Gauge length + X
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=1.154+2+1.154
= 4.308 in.
Gross Area (Ag)= 4.308 *(3/16)
= 0.808 in2
Net area in fracture (An)= 0.808 – 2*(12/16)*(3/16)
=0.527 in2
Fracture in gusset plate
Rn= Fu*An

AISC

J4-4

Rn=58*0.527
=30.566 kips
Fracture strength = 30.566 kips
Block shear gusset plate for 6 bolts
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant <= 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
Agv= 2*6*(3/16)
=2.25 in2
Anv= 2.25 – 5 *(12/16)*(3/16)
=1.547 in2
Agt= 2* (3/16)
=0.375 in2
Ant= 0.375 – 2*0.5 * (12/16)*(3/16)
=0.234 in2
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant
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AISC

J4-5

=67.408 kips
Rn = 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
= 62.172 in2
Block shear strength = 62.172 kips
Calculation of Whitmore fracture strength for 6 bolt

Figure 20: Whitmore width for 6 bolt connection
(All dimensions in inches)

Total width = 6.619 in.
Gross area = 1.241 in2
Net area = 1.241 – 2(12/16)*(3/16)
=0.96 in2
Fracture strength
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=0.96 * 58
=55.68 kips
Block shear strength for 4 bolts, spacing 4 inch
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant <= 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
Agv= 2*(3/16)*6
=2.25 in2
Anv= 2.25 – 3*(12/16)*(3/16)
=1.828 in2
Agt= 2* 3/16
=0.375 in2
Ant= 0.375 – (12/16)*(3/16)
=0.234 in2
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant
=77.186 kips
Rn=0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
=62.172 kips
Block shear strength = 62.172 kips
Calculation of Whitmore fracture strength for 4 bolts, spacing 4 inch
Fracture strength = 55.68 kips
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AISC

J4-5

Figure 21: Whitmore width for gauge distance of 4 inches
(All dimensions in inches)

Fracture of gusset plate in bottom
3

14

3

Ae= 15.5 *(16)- 6*(16)*(16)
=1.922 in2
Rn=1.922 *58
=111.476 kips
Block shear capacity at bottom of gusset plate
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant <= 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
Agv= 2.5 *(3/16)*2
=0.938 in2
Anv= 0.938 – 1*(14/16)*(3/16)
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AISC

J4-5

=0.774 in2
Agt= 5*2.5* (3/16)
= 2.344 in2
Ant=2.344 – 5*(14/16)*(3/16)
=1.524 in2
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant
=115.327 kips
Rn=0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
=108.653 kips
Narrow gusset plate yield and fracture strength
Ag= 10.5 *(3/16)
=1.969 in2
Pnyield = 36 *1.969
= 70.875 kips
An= 1.969 – 2*(12/16) *(3/16)
=1.688 in2
Pnfracture= 58 * 1.688
=97.904 kips
Narrow plate bottom end fracture strength
Pn = Fu*An
Ag= 1.969 in2
An= 1.969 – 4* (3/16)*(14/16)
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=1.313 in2
Pn= 76.154 kips
Narrow plate far end block shear
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant <= 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant

AISC

J4-5

Agv= 2.5 *(3/16)*(2)
=0.938 in2
Anv= 0.938 – 1*(14/16)*(3/16)
=0.774 in2
Agt= 3*2.5*(3/16)
=1.406 in2
Ant= 1.406 – 4*(14/16)*(3/16)
=0.914 in2
Rn=0.6*Fu Anv +Ubs Fu Ant
=79.947 kips
Rn= 0.6 Fy Agv + Ubs Fu Ant
= 73.273 kips
Strength at bolt hole of gusset at top with 4 and 6 bolt holes
Bolt Tear out (Edge bolts)
=1.5*Lc*t*Fu

AISC

=1.5*1.656*(3/16)*58
=27.014 kips/bolt
Bolt Tear out (Middle bolts)
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J3-6a

Rn= 1.5*Lc*t* Fu

AISC

J3-6a

3

= 1.5*1.313*16*58
=21.418 kips per bolt
Bolt Bearing
Rn= 3*d*t*Fu
5

AISC

3

=3*8 ∗ 16*58
=20.391 kips/ bolt
Bolt bearing governs,
Total bearing strength for four bolts = 20.391 *4 = 81.564 kips
Total bearing strength for 6 bolts = 20.391 * 6 = 122.346 kips
Total bearing strength for 4 bolts, 4 inch spacing = 81.564 kips/
Gusset bottom end bear/tear
Lcedge =2.5 -0.5*(13/16)
=2.094 in.
Bolts bearing
= 3*(3/4)*0.1875*58
=24.47 kips /hole
Bolts tear out
= 1.5 *2.094*0.1875*58
=34.15 kips/hole
Bearing governs
4 bolts = 4 *24.47
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J3-6a

=97.88 kips
6 bolts= 6*24.47
=146.82 kips
Strength at bolt hole of gusset fixture connection
Bolt Tear out (Edge bolts)
=1.5*Lc*t*Fu

AISC

J3-6a

=1.5 *2.094*0.5*58*2
=182.178 kips / hole
Bolt Bearing
Rn= 3*d*t*Fu

AISC

= 3*(3/4)*(0.5)*58*2
=130.5 kips/hole
Bolt bearing governs,
Total strength for 6 bolts = 6 *130.5 = 783 kips
Total strength for 4 bolts = 4 *130.5 = 522 kips
Fracture strength for fixture gusset connection at bottom
Pn= Fu*(Ag - Alost)
=58*[(15.5*0.5*2)-(6*0.875*0.5*2)]
=594.5 kips
Yield strength of fixture plates
= 4*0.5*2*36
=144 kips
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J3-6a

Table 2: Summary of calculations for WT section and Fixture plate
Section

Length of
connection (in.)

Number of bolts

Strength (kips)

WT yield

118.5

WT yield at top

153.608

Weld strength
WT fracture

WT block shear
WT alternate path
block shear

Bolt bearing WT
5/8 inch bolts shear
strength

343.6
4

2

75.855

6

4

95.225

4

4

95.225

4

2

124.501

6

4

163.969

4

2

103.74

6

4

119.34

4

2

197.436

6

4

296.16

4

83.6

6

125.4

6

180

Fixture plate Yield
Fixture plate
fracture
Bolt bearing
fixture

6

144

6

594.5

4

522

plate

6

783

3/4 inch bolts shear
strength
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Table 3 :Summary of calculations for Gusset Plates
Gusset Plate

Type of strength

Plate 1 &2
(15.5 inch width,
4 bolts,
2 inch pitch,
2 inch connection length)

Yield
Fracture
Block shear
Whitmore
Bear/Tear
Far end fracture
Far end block
shear
Far end bear/tear
Yield
Fracture
Block shear
Whitmore
Bear/Tear
Far end fracture
Far end block
shear
Far end bear/tear
Yield
Fracture
Block shear
Whitmore
Bear/Tear
Far end fracture
Far end block
shear
Far end bear/tear
Yield
Fracture
Block shear
Whitmore
Bear/Tear
Far end fracture
Far end block
shear
Far end bear/tear

Plate 3&4
(15.5 inch width,
6 bolts,
2 inch pitch,
4 inch connection length)

Plate 5&6
(15.5 inch width,
4 bolts,
4 inch pitch,
4 inch connection length)

Plate 7&8
(10.5 inch width,
4 bolts,
2 inch pitch,
2 inch connection length)
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Strength values(kips)
104.625
152.25
45.972
30.566
81.564
111.476
108.653
146.82
104.625
152.25
62.172
55.68
122.364
111.476
108.653
146.82
104.625
152.25
62.172
55.68
81.564
111.476
108.653
156.82
70.875
97.904
45.972
30.566
81.564
76.154
73.273
97.88

For the structural testing assembly (the WT tension member, the fixture plates,
and the bolts) the lowest predicted load is 75.86 kips (WT fracture) for the four bolt
connection with the pitch equal to 2 inches, 83 .6 kips (bolt shear) for the four bolt
connection with the pitch equal to four inches and 95.23 kips (WT fracture) for the six
bolt connection, all of which are significantly higher than the predicted loads of the
corresponding gusset plates. For the gusset plates, each is predicted to fail in fracture of
the Whitmore section, with the next lowest load in each case being block shear.
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Chapter Four
Experimental setup of specimens
A 400 kip, Tinius Olsen Axial Testing Machine is used for applying tensile loads in
the members. The test arrangement is such that the bottom end of the WT section is bolted
at the top of the gusset plate using A490 5/8inch bolts. The top of the WT section was
modified by removing approximately 13 inches of the stem. This modification was done
in order to make room for clamping. A half inch plate is welded at the top of WT section
to increase strength and ensure failure doesn’t occur at this section. The bottom of the
gusset plate is sandwiched between two- ½” thick plates and bolted with six -3/4” bolts. A
gusset plate with direction of loading is shown in Figure 22. A total of 8 plates were
designed for the experimental analysis having different number of holes, gauge distance
and sizes of gusset plates. An image of the entire specimen set up in 400 kip Tinus Olsen
is shown in Figure 23. Every bolt in the entire setup was provided with A563 grade nuts
and F436 washers and was hand tightened to the snug-tight condition.
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Figure 22: Direction of applied tensile load on gusset plate
(All dimensions in inches)
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Figure 23: Experimental setup of whole arrangement in Tinius Olsen machine (front
side)
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Figure 24.Experimental setup of whole arrangement in Tinius Olsen machine (back side)
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4.1 Gusset specimen
One objective of this study is to determine various factors that influence major strain
in gusset plate. Four pairs of 3/16 inch gusset plates having different number of bolts, pitch
distance and size were designed then manufactured. Each gusset plate is 26 inch long and
15.5 inch wide except for plates 7 and 8 which have a reduced width of 10.5 inches. The
top of the gusset plate was connected with a WT 3x8 section using A490 5/8 inch bolts.
The bottom of the gusset plate was bolted in between half inch thick fixture plates using
six A490 ¾ inch diameter bolts. Holes in the gusset plates were formed by drilling .Gusset
specimens used in this experimental analysis are shown in Figure 25-28.

Figure 25: Gusset specimen 1&2
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Figure 26: Gusset specimen 3 &4
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Figure 27: Gusset specimen 5 & 6
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Figure 28: Gusset specimen 7 & 8
4.2 Preparation of gusset plates for test
A unique pattern that could be detected by DIC cameras was required on the surface
of each gusset plates. This is because DIC tracks displacement by analyzing blocks of
pixels called facets, as the specimen is loaded. These deformations are used to construct
full field deformation vector fields and strain maps (13). Gusset samples were sprayed with
white layer of paints at first followed by a contrasting black spray paint. Black color was
sprayed such that black dotted pattern form in white color painted surface of the gusset
plate as shown in Figure 29.
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Figure 29: Pattern on gusset plates surface
4.3 Experimental set up for DIC cameras
Two cameras were mounted on a metal bar and were supported by a tripod stand.
Cameras were positioned such that they could capture the surface of the specimens clearly
without any obstructions. A photo of experimental setup with DIC is shown in Figure 30.
The 2 Megapixel cameras were positioned approximately at a distance of 20 inches from
the surface of the gusset plate. 8 mm lens were used for the camera. These cameras took a
series of pictures of the plate surface a frequency of 1 image every 2 seconds. The
stochastic pattern marked on the specimen was tracked to measure the deformation.
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Figure 30: Whole experimental set up with DIC cameras
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4.4 Calibration set up
Before testing the system was calibrated using a calibration panel in order to gain
an accurate measurement of deformation. Line of sight of the camera was focused on the
calibration panel at first. There is a cross hair which aims at the target point of the camera.
The position of the cameras are locked and the same position is used for the entire process
of calibrating. Now calibration panel was adjusted in various ways by rotating, tilting at a
certain angle, moving panel closer to cameras and pictures were taken for each position.
This process allowed for a volume to be computed by DIC system. This is necessary for
the system to accurately measure displacements. Large images are divided into smaller sub
images called facets. To measure small deformation facet size should be larger than the
speckle dots. The DIC system was calibrated for a field of view of 455*375*375 mm with
the cameras at an angle of 32.60 from each other. After the calibration camera position
should not be moved as it might effect the overall measurement. Figure 31 shows the
schematic for DIC calibration procedure.

Figure 31: DIC calibration procedure schematic (32)
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Chapter Five
Test Results
5.1 Connection of the specimens
Each plate was prepared at first as shown in Figure 29 with a pattern on its surface.
Gusset Plate 1 was tested first. All the specimens were bolted together by hand using an
adjustable wrench. First, the gusset plate was bolted between two fixture plates and was
then transferred to the 400 Kips Tinus Olsen machine and placed between the lower
grips. The WT section was then bolted to the top of the plate then clamped in at the top.
The same WT section was used for all test. The whole experimental set up is shown in
Figure 9 and Figure 23. For each plate the same procedure was repeated.
5.2 Failure results of the plates
Uniaxial tensile loading was applied to all the gusset plates. All of the plates
tested had a block shear failure. Block shear failure is combination of two failures, shear
failure that occurs along shear area in the direction of load and tensile failure that occurs
along tensile area in the direction perpendicular to the loads. Plate 1 failed at a load of
77.9 kips whereas plate 2 failed at load of 76.3 kips. Failure loads for both 1 & 2 were
similar. Failure occurred at the connection of the WT and gusset plates. Failure initiated
at the lead bolt row and advanced towards the top. Figure 32 (a),(b) shows the failure of
the gusset plate 1 &2 respectively. Plate 1 failed showing greater tearing in the lead bolt
holes compared to plate 2. Both plate 1 and 2 did not show any signs of Whitmore
failure. This can be confirmed by analyzing major strain using DIC. Shear crack is
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slightly more in plate 1 as it extends up to the top bolt hole compared to plate 2. At the
top of the plate a slight buckling is seen, more in plate 1 as compared to plate 2.
Buckling typically occurs in structures if loaded in compression but in thin rectangular
plates buckling occurs at the free edge perpendicular to direction of the load. This occurs
due to the activation of transverse compressive membrane forces around the free edge at
the top (35). The extra deformation noted in plate 1 compared to plate 2 is because plate 1
was deformed past its failure load farther than plate 2, not because the fundamental
failure modes were different.
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(a)
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(b)
Figure 32(a) Block shear failure plate 1 (b) Block shear failure of plate 2
Gusset plates 3 & 4 were designed to have 6 bolts at the WT connecting having a
pitch of 2 inch between two rows. These plates also failed in block shear. The failure
loads for plate 3 was 99.6 kips and for plate 4 was 95.7 kips. Compared to plate 1&2 this
load was bigger which confirms increase in number of bolts increases the connection
strength. Initial stretching of the holes occurs at the lead row where tearing occurs and it
is spread all the way up to the top bolt rows. Figure 33 (a), (b) shows the failure of gusset
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plates 3 & 4. Buckling in gusset plate 3 at the top is much more as compared to other
plates. Again, likely because plate 3 deformations were applied farther after failure then
plate 4.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 33(a) Block shear failure plate 3 (b) Block shear failure of plate 4
Gusset plates 5 and 6 were designed to have four bolts at the WT connection with
a pitch distance of 4 inches which was 2 inches more than that of other gusset plates. The
failure load for plate 5 was found to be 90.4 kips and for plate 6 failure load was 92.4
kips. The higher pitch distance increase the strength of connection when compared to
plate 1&2, however the failure pattern was same. Failure initiates through the center of
the lead row holes and moves toward the top. Failure of along the shear region in
direction of load was more severe. Plate got torn along the right edge from bottom to all
the way to the top of the plate. Figure 34 (a), (b) represents the failure for gussets 5 and 6.
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Plate six shows some evidence of Whitmore section fracture with the large crack
developing on the left side perpendicular to the load direction. According to Elliot et al.
(15) however in other testing this type of phenomenon occurs after failure in block shear
when deformation is allowed to continue after the maximum load has been reached and
the applied load actually drops as the failed plate softens, that is exactly what happened
here. The major strain results for plate 6 (shown later) clearly shows that up until the
peak load was reached, this crack had not developed. Thus, this transverse crack occurred
after the failure and was not involved in the failure mode.

(a)
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(b)
Figure 34(a) Block shear failure plate 5 (b) Block shear failure plate 6
Gusset plate 7 & 8 were designed with a reduced width of 10.5 inches. Both of the
plates failed similar to other plates in block shear. The failure load for plate 7 was 69.4
kips and for plate 8 it was 70.9 kips. Failure capacity of the connection was slightly
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affected by the width of gusset plate as strength was lesser compared to plate 1 & 2
which was different than plate 7&8 just in terms of width. Figure 35 (a), (b) shows the
failure of gusset plates 7 and 8.

(a)
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Figure 35(a) Block shear failure plate 7 (b) Block shear failure plate 8
Table 4 summarizes the failure load and mechanism for each plate based on the
connection length, number of bolts and plate width. The plates that were identical 1&2,
3&4, 5&6 and 7&8 had failure loads that were fairly close. In each case, no matter the
connection length, number of bolts or plate width, all the plates failed in block shear.
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Tearing of the plate occurred across the lead bolts and failure across the shear path was
quite visible for the plates.

Table 4. Summary of failure load and mechanism for each plate based on testing
parameters
Connection
length (in)

Plate

Number of
bolts

Plate Width
(in)

Failure load
(lbs.)

Failure
Mechanism

1

2

4

15.5

77900 Block shear

2

2

4

15.5

76300 Block shear

3

6

6

15.5

99600 Block shear

4

6

6

15.5

95700 Block shear

5

6

4

15.5

90400 Block shear

6

6

4

15.5

92400 Block shear

7

4

4

10.5

69400 Block shear

8

4

4

10.5

70900 Block shear

5.3 Comparison of results with Whitmore section method and Block shear
Result of this experimental analysis didn’t show any sign of Whitmore failure in the
gusset plate. Plates failed in block shear where failure occurred simultaneously in tension
and shear zone for the gusset plate. The predicted failure load for gusset plate 1 was
found to be 30566 lbs using the Whitmore method but actual failure load was found to be
77900 lbs. Failure strength for gusset plate was greatly underestimated using Whitmore
method. Similar observation was made for plate 2 which had a predicted Whitmore
failure load of 30566 lbs less than actual failure load of 76300 lbs. This shows Whitmore
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section method severely underestimated the actual capacity of gusset plate 1 & 2. For
plates 1-4 the ratio of actual/predicted (Rw ) was more than 2. This means for these plates
the Whitmore section method underestimated the actual capacity by more than 100%.
This means Whitmore method highly underestimates the load for plates having lower
connection length compared to higher ones. As all of the plates had 2 rows of bolts
having a pitch distance of 2 inches but different width. More evidence on this is given
below by showing major strain distribution on the left and right edge of the plates.
Similar trend was observed for the strength of other gusset plates where the Whitmore
section method calculated fracture strength considerably less than actual failure load.
Table 5 shows the comparison of actual load with Whitmore load. Failure mode for all
gusset plates was block shear. Block shear capacity for the plates were also calculated
which is summarized in Table 5. This block shear value was compared with the actual
failure load and Whitmore failure load which is shown in Table 5. Average of ratio of
actual/predicted for Whitmore load was found to be 2.054 whereas it was 1.56 for block
shear. Prediction of load by block shear comes much closer to predicting failure than
Whitmore. Standard deviation of ratios was computed which was 0.393 for Whitmore
and 0.078 for block shear. This obtained standard deviation value was divided by the
average ratio of actual/predicted and a normalized data called coefficient of variation was
obtained. For Whitmore load this value was 0.192 and for block shear this value was
0.054. So variability in predicted vs actual behavior of gusset load is much less if block
shear is used. A summary of all the actual failure loads, Whitmore load and block shear
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load is presented in a tabular form along with a comparison of ratio of actual failure load
predicted failure load.
Table 5: Comparison of actual failure load with Whitmore and block shear failure load
Plates

Width

Whitmore
(Rn2)

Block
(Rn1)

Actual (P)

P/Rn1

P/Rn2

(in)

failure

shear

failure

(RBS)

(Rw)

capacity
(lbs)

load (lbs)

load (lbs)

1

15.5

30566

45972

77900

1.69

2.55

2

15.5

30566

45972

76300

1.66

2.5

3

15.5

55680

62172

99600

1.6

1.79

4

15.5

55680

62172

95700

1.54

1.72

5

15.5

55680

62172

90400

1.45

1.62

6

15.5

55680

62172

92400

1.49

1.66

7

10.5

30566

45972

69400

1.51

2.27

8

10.5

30566

45972

70900

1.54

2.32

Average

1.560

2.016

Standard

0.078

0.393

0.054

0.192

deviation
COV

Comparing the R values for both Whitmore and block shear in Table 5
it can be clearly understood that block shear equation is closer to predicting the actual
failure load compared to the Whitmore design method. However, RBS observed
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individually still has a value on higher side. The actual strength properties (yield and
ultimate) of the A36 steel plates we used are probably higher than the specification would
lead us to believe. In other words, A36 steel has a yield of 36 ksi and an ultimate load 58
ksi it is likely the manufacturer is producing steel with higher values just to be on the
safer side. So if we used the higher strength values in the theoretical equations we will
see a larger predicted strength and therefore lower the ratio RBS to be closer to 1.
5.4 Analysis of result from DIC
Uniaxial tensile loading applied to the gusset plate produce strain in the plates.
Measurement of strain was done by snapping pictures of the specimen before, during and
after the failure of specimen. Images were taken at different stages of loading. Images
were taken at a rate of 1 image every 2 seconds. DIC was used to capture the images and
calculate major strain generated in the gusset plates. All the images captured were
analyzed using Aramis software version 1-8.1 (36). The major strain contour plots were
of greatest interest around the bolted connection of the plate and WT section.
5.4.1 Analysis of major strain using Aramis
All the captured image was placed in a folder and was opened using the Aramis
software. A series of images captured during the loading can be viewed for each stage
which enables to exactly observe the failure initiation and the way the specimens deform.
Stages refer to the captured images of the specimen during loading at different point of
times. Each plate had a maximum failure load. A graph of load vs time was plotted in
Microsoft Excel and the maximum load was obtained from this curve similar to that
shown in Figure 36. The stage corresponding to maximum load was obtained from DIC.
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Sections were created in the plate using Aramis software. Section 0 was created across
the lead bolts and another section, section 1, was created just two inches below section 0.
Measurement of the major strain was done across these sections to understand more
about the strain around the failure region. This was done for all plate from 1 to 8. Strain
analysis was done for stages where deformation starts until the failure in the gusset plate.

Force
90000
80000

Load (lbs)

70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000
0
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

TIME(SEC)

Figure 36: Tensile load vs time graph plate 1
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Figure 37: Displacement vs stage graph plate 1
5.4.2 Major Strain results for plates
The major strain data in plate 1 was analyzed for stages 48 to 50. The left camera
image was analyzed for observing the initiation of deformation all the way to crack
formation. As the load is increased the plate begins to deform around the bolt region at
stage 48 and finally fails at stage 50 across the lower bolt holes. Figure 38 shows the
section created in the plate extracted from Aramis. The black horizontal line represents
section 0 and the blue horizontal line represents section 1. Both the sections are 2 inches
apart in distance for all the plates. In same way sections were created for all eight plates
and analysis of major strain was carried out in this section.
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Figure 38: Two section created in the gusset plate for measuring strain

Major strain at stage 46

Major at strain stage 47

(29500 lbs)

(49700 lbs)

Major strain at stage 48

Major strain at stage 49

(64900 lbs)

(73900 lbs)
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Major strain at stage 50

Major strain at stage 51

(77900 lbs)

(55800 lbs)

Major strain at stage 52
(46200 lbs)
Figure 39:Major strain values for plate 1 at different stages of loading
Every point along the section 1 and 0 represented a data point having its own
major strain values. Every stage had its own major strain values which was obtained by
averaging all major strains corresponding to the data point along the section. Strain across
the lead bolts is significantly greater than that of strain at section 1. For plate 1, the major
strains for each stage were analyzed for loads between 64 kip to 78 kip. Stage 50
represents the failure stage for plate 1 at a load of 77900 lbs (an average stress of
26804.30 psi) followed by cracking across the last rows of bolts. Stress was calculated by
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dividing the load with cross sectional area of the plates (width *thickness). All the values
for major strains were averaged and a single value of strain was obtained for that
particular stage. The process was repeated for all the stages considered and a graph was
plotted comparing the results for section 0 and section 1. Stress vs strain curve for plate 1
for section 0 and 1 is shown in Figure 40. Maximum strain observed in section 0 for plate
1 was 0.546 % and 0.141 % in section 1. Table 6 shows stress and corresponding major
strain values at two sections for plate 1. Also a plot of horizontal distance across
specimen vs major strain at peak load is provided in Figure 41.
Table 6: Plate 1 tensile stress and major strain at different stages of loading
Stage

Stress (Psi)

Major strain (Sec-0)

Major strain (Sec-1)

48

22331.18

0.144

0.109

49

25427.96

0.295

0.125

50

26804.30

0.546

0.141
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Figure 40. Comparison of stress and major strain at two section 0 and 1 for Plate 1
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Figure 41. Comparison of strains at sec-0 and sec-1 vs horizontal distance across plate 1
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Stage 75 is when the failure occurs in plate 2 at a load of 76300 lbs (an average
stress of 26254psi) followed by cracking across the last rows of bolts. Calculations of
stress was done by dividing the load with cross sectional area of the gusset plates (width
*thickness). Figure 42 represents the major strain captured for the plate 1 during different
stages of loading. Observing the major strain pattern in Figure 42, there is no visible sign
of strain as predicted by Whitmore. Maximum strain distribution is around the shear area
of the bolts and tensile region which can be confirmed by Maximum strain was
measured at 0.507 % for section 0 and for section 1 it was 0.213 %. Table 6 shows the
load and corresponding major strain values for section 0 and 1 for plate 2. Figure 42
shows the comparison between stress and major strain for two sections 1 and 0. For plate
2 yielding occurs in sec 0 but not in sec 1. Also a plot of major strains at sec -0 and sec-1
along the horizontal distance of plate at peak load is given in Figure 44.

Major strain at stage 53

Major strain at stage 60

(45598 lbs)

(64500 lbs)
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Major strain at stage 73

Major strain at stage 74

(75800 lbs)

(76200 lbs)

Major strain at stage 75

Major strain at stage 76

(76300 lbs)

(76200 lbs)

Major strain at stage 77
(76000 lbs)

Figure 42:Major strain values for plate 2 at different stages of loading
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Table 7: Plate 2 tensile stress and major strain at different stages of loading
Stage

Stress (psi)

Major strain (Sec-0)
(%)

Major strain (Sec-1)
(%)

58

20713.98

0.169

0.178

59

21298.92

0.181

0.186

60

21849.46

0.191

0.19

61

22400.00

0.188

0.192

62

22847.31

0.209

0.192

63

23260.22

0.221

0.203

64

23638.71

0.238

0.211

65

24017.20

0.241

0.213

66

24361.29

0.259

0.213

67

24705.38

0.281

0.213

68

24980.65

0.288

0.21

69

25255.91

0.292

0.203

70

25531.18

0.357

0.199

71

25737.63

0.354

0.212

72

25944.09

0.364

0.211

73

26081.72

0.408

0.206

74

26219.35

0.32

0.213

75

26253.76

0.507

0.208
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Figure 43.Comparison stress and major strain at two section 0 and 1 for Plate 2
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Figure 44.Comparison of strains at sec-0 and sec-1 vs horizontal distance across plate 2
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Figure 45 shows major strain for plate 3 at different stages of loading. Stage 198
represents the stage at which failure occurs in the plate at a load of 99600 lbs (an average
stress of 34270 psi) followed by cracking across the last rows of bolts. The stress
calculation was done by diving the load with cross sectional area of gusset plate (width
*thickness). The following stages 199 and 200 represents the failure continuing in the plate.
It can be clearly seen that only after failure occurs in plate at stage 198, higher strains are
seen developing on the left side which was minimal at the beginning of the loading. This
is in confirmation with Elliot et al. (15) observation which states Whitmore failure is seen
only after plate fails in block shear. The failure stress for plate 3 was 34270.97 which was
significantly greater than plate 1 and 2. Figure 46 represents the stress vs major strain
graph for plate 3. Plate 3 yielded at both section 1 and section 0. Table 8 displays the stress
and corresponding major strain values for plate 3. Maximum major strain at section 0 was
observed to be 0.9 % and it was 0.416 % for section 1. Major strain vs stress curve is steeper
for section 1 as compared to section 0 for plate 3. A plot of horizontal distance across
specimen vs major strain at peak load is provided in Figure 47.

Major strain stage at 142

Major strain at stage 171

(74000 lbs)

(89800 lbs)
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Major strain stage at 197

Major strain stage at 196

(97000 lbs)

(96900 lbs)

Major strain stage at 198

Major strain stage at 199

(99600 lbs)

(76100 lbs)

Major strain stage at 200
(68000 lbs)

Figure 45: Major strain values for plate 3 at different stages of loading
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Table 8: Plate 3 tensile stress and major strain at different stages of loading
Major strain (Sec-0)
(%)

Major strain (Sec-1)
(%)

24051.61

0.106

0.113

157

24808.60

0.104

0.129

159

26081.72

0.123

0.116

160

26322.58

0.123

0.129

161

27079.57

0.123

0.126

162

27526.88

0.136

0.144

163

27733.33

0.141

0.13

164

27905.38

0.158

0.136

165

28077.42

0.155

0.131

166

28455.91

0.182

0.149

167

28800.00

0.183

0.147

168

28972.04

0.184

0.157

169

29316.13

0.2

0.159

170

29453.76

0.206

0.17

171

29763.44

0.233

0.165

172

30073.12

0.277

0.182

173

30210.75

0.321

0.189

174

30382.80

0.23

0.204

175

30520.43

0.438

0.209

176

30658.06

0.448

0.229

177

30761.29

0.526

0.235

178

30898.92

0.54

0.232

179

31931.18

0.57

0.239

Stage

Stress (psi)

156
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Table 8(contd.): Plate 3 tensile stress and major strain at different stages of loading
Stage

Stress (psi)

Major strain (Sec-0)
(%)

Major strain (Sec-1)
(%)

180

31965.59

0.591

0.242

181

32068.82

0.6

0.252

182

32172.04

0.601

0.258

183

32275.27

0.634

0.252

184

32378.49

0.645

0.259

185

32481.72

0.66

0.263

186

32584.95

0.678

0.267

187

32653.76

0.71

0.284

188

32722.58

0.72

0.296

189

32825.81

0.738

0.302

190

32894.62

0.743

0.308

191

32963.44

0.781

0.319

192

33066.67

0.803

0.328

193

33135.48

0.818

0.335

194

33204.30

0.837

0.347

195

33273.12

0.862

0.357

196

33341.94

0.871

0.368

197

33376.34

0.88

0.382

198

34270.97

0.9

0.416
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Figure 46: Comparison tensile stress vs major strain at two section 0 and 1 for plate 3
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Figure 47. Comparison of strains at sec-0 and sec-1 vs horizontal distance across plate 3
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Figure 48 represents major strain values for the plate 4 at different loadings. The
failure occurs at stage 75 at a load of 95700 lbs (an average stress of 33000 psi) followed
by cracking across the last rows of bolts. Plate 4 failed at a stage 75 in block shear. Major
strains on left and right edge grows bigger only after the failure load is exceeded. So both
plate 3 and 4 results is in confirmation with Elliot et al. (15) study. Graphical comparison
of stress vs major strain is shown in Figure 48. Table 9 displays stress and corresponding
major strain values for two sections 0 and 1. Yielding in both the section occurred for
plate 4. Maximum major strain value observed in section 0 was 1.095 % and for section 1
was 0.366 %. A plot of horizontal distance across specimen vs major strain at peak load
is provided in Figure 50.

Major strain at stage 53

Major strain at stage 60
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Major strain at stage 73

Major strain at stage 74
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Major strain at stage 75

Major strain at stage 76

(95700 lbs)
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Major strain at stage 77
(90800 lbs)
Figure 48: Major strain values for plate 4 at different stages of loading
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Table 9: Plate 4 tensile stress and major strain at different stages of loading
Stage

Stress (psi)

Major strain (Sec-0)

Major strain (Sec-1)

55

23535.48

0.162

0.138

56

24464.52

0.169

0.197

57

25393.55

0.191

0.204

58

26184.95

0.215

0.22

59

26976.34

0.249

0.227

60

27733.33

0.282

0.235

61

28421.51

0.32

0.24

62

29075.27

0.36

0.249

63

29660.22

0.429

0.268

64

30176.34

0.464

0.267

65

30623.66

0.456

0.269

66

31036.56

0.537

0.278

67

31380.65

0.602

0.293

68

31690.32

0.668

0.3

69

32000.00

0.698

0.309

70

32206.45

0.741

0.319

71

32412.90

0.794

0.337

72

32584.95

0.862

0.346

73

32722.58

0.803

0.349

74

32860.22

0.883

0.357

75

32929.03

1.095

0.366
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Figure 49:Comparison stress vs major strain at two section 0 and 1 for plate 4
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Figure 50. Comparison of strains at sec-0 and sec-1 vs horizontal distance across plate 4
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Figure 51 represents the major strain values for different stages of loading for plate
5. Failure occurs at a stage 108 for this plate at a load of 90400 lbs (an average stress of
31105 psi) followed by cracking across the lead bolts. Major strain patterns on left and
right edge is growing bigger after reaching the ultimate load just as in the case of plate 3
&4. Figure 52 shows graphical comparison between tensile stress and major strain at
different stages. Maximum major strain value observed for section 0 was found to be 1.363
% and for section 1 was 0.321 %. Table 10 displays the load and corresponding major
strain values for plate 5. A plot of horizontal distance across specimen vs major strain at
peak load is provided in Figure 53.
+

Major strain at stage 70

Major strain at stage 90
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Major strain at stage 110
(90200 lbs)

Figure 51: Major strain values for plate 5 at different stages of loading
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Table 10: Plate 5 tensile stress and major strain at different stages of loading
Stage

Stress (psi)

Major strain (Sec-0)
(%)

Major strain (Sec-1)
(%)

89

24361.29

0.456

0.274

90

25015.05

0.483

0.273

91

25634.41

0.515

0.278

92

26219.35

0.531

0.293

93

26769.89

0.56

0.294

94

27286.02

0.596

0.298

95

27767.74

0.621

0.309

96

28249.46

0.63

0.299

97

28662.37

0.664

0.311

98

29006.45

0.68

0.307

99

29350.54

0.7

0.31

100

29694.62

0.737

0.312

101

30004.30

0.778

0.313

102

30245.16

0.831

0.308

103

30486.02

0.894

0.321

104

30692.47

0.941

0.313

105

30864.52

1.019

0.314

106

30967.74

1.121

0.32

107

31070.97

1.245

0.32

108

31105.38

1.363

0.317
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Figure 52: Comparison tensile load vs major strain at two section 0 and 1 for plate 5
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Figure 53.Comparison of strains at sec-0 and sec-1 vs horizontal distance across plate 5
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Figure 54 represents major strain for plate 6. Failure of the plate occurs at stage 80
for plate 6 at a load of 92400 lbs (an average stress of 31800 psi). Like plate 3 &4 and 5
major strains in plate 6 which failure seemed like Whitmore fracture but strain data shows
that strain distribution on left and right edges occurs only after failure of plate in block
shear. Failure stress for plate 6 was measured at 31793.55 psi. Figure 55 represents
comparison graph for stress vs major strain for plate 6. For plate 6 yielding in section 1 did
not occur whereas yielding occurred in section 0. Maximum strain values observed for
plate 6 was 0.886 % in section 0 and 0.308 % for section 1. Table 11 represents major stress
and strain for plate 6 at different stage of loading. A plot of horizontal distance across
specimen vs major strain at peak load is provided in Figure 56.

Major strain at stage 42

Major strain at stage 58
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Major strain at stage 78

Major strain at stage 79
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Figure 54:Major strain for plate 6 at different stages of loading
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Table 11: Plate 6 tensile stress and major strain at different stages of loading
Stage

Stress (psi)

Major strain (Sec0) (%)

Major strain (sec-1)
(%)

55

23776.34

0.208

0.255

56

24430.11

0.22

0.257

57

25049.46

0.178

0.25

58

25634.41

0.25

0.261

59

26184.95

0.201

0.265

60

26701.08

0.213

0.27

61

27182.80

0.306

0.266

62

27630.11

0.341

0.274

63

28077.42

0.378

0.281

64

28490.32

0.398

0.276

65

28868.82

0.446

0.279

66

29247.31

0.49

0.285

67

29556.99

0.529

0.287

68

29866.67

0.523

0.287

69

30141.94

0.601

0.293

70

30382.80

0.626

0.295

71

30623.66

0.634

0.299

72

30864.52

0.669

0.3

73

31036.56

0.707

0.298

74

31243.01

0.744

0.303

75

31415.05

0.748

0.3

76

31552.69

0.779

0.307

77

31655.91

0.822

0.308

78

31724.73

0.823

0.302

79

31759.14

0.621

0.301

80

31793.55

0.886

0.298
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Figure 55: Comparison tensile load vs major strain at two section 0 and 1 for plate 6
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Figure 56. Comparison of strains at sec-0 and sec-1 vs horizontal distance across plate 6
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Figure 57 represents the major strain for different stages of loading in plate 7.
Failure occurs at a stage of 126 at a load of 69400 lbs (an average stress of 35250.79 psi)
followed by cracking across last rows of bolts. Figure 58 shows comparison between strain
and tensile stress at different stages of loading. Same phenomenon is observed for plate 7
where Whitmore strain distribution occurs after the failure of plate in block shear.
Compared to section 0 for same strain vs load curve is almost linear whereas strain in
section 1 is fluctuating regularly. Yielding in sec-1 did not occur for plate 7 but it did occur
in sec-0. Maximum strain observed in section 0 was 2.183 % and 0.467 % for section 1 of
plate 7. A plot of horizontal distance across specimen vs major strain at peak load is
provided in Figure 59.

Major strain at stage 94

Major strain at stage 105

(41400 lbs)
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(69400 lbs)

Major strain stage 128
(69300 lbs)
Figure 57:Major strain for plate 7 at different stages of loading
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Table 12: Plate 7 tensile stress and major strain at different stages of loading
Major strain (Sec-0) Major strain (Sec-1)
(%)
(%)

Stage

Stress (psi)

109

30730.16

0.464

0.3

110

31187.30

0.699

0.304

111

31593.65

0.682

0.317

112

32000.00

0.822

0.329

113

32406.35

0.86

0.34

114

32761.90

0.923

0.348

115

33117.46

0.985

0.363

116

33371.43

1.035

0.376

117

33676.19

1.104

0.385

118

33980.95

1.051

0.396

119

34234.92

1.106

0.406

120

34488.89

1.327

0.417

121

34692.06

1.429

0.427

122

34895.24

1.364

0.443

123

35047.62

1.663

0.455

124

35149.21

1.593

0.461

125

35250.79

1.992

0.466

126

35250.79

2.183

0.467
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Figure 58: Comparison major strain vs tensile stress at two section 0 and 1 for plate 7
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Figure 59. Comparison of strains at sec-0 and sec-1 vs horizontal distance across plate 7
Figure 60 represents the major strain associated with the plate 8. Major strain
distribution on edges is same as observed in plate 7. Maximum failure load in the plate
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was recorded to be 70900 lbs (an average stress of 36012 psi) corresponding to stage 69.
A tensile stress vs major strain graph for plate 8 is shown in Figure 61. Stress vs strain
curve shows similar trend as in plate 7. Section 1 shows a more linear trend for stress vs
strain as compared to section 0. Maximum strain value observed for section 0 in plate 8
was found to be 1.381 % and for section 1 was found to be 0.457 %. A plot of horizontal
distance across specimen vs major strain at peak load is provided in Figure 62.
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Figure 60:Major strain for plate 8 at different stages of loading
Table 13: Plate 8 tensile stress and major strain at different stages of loading
Stage

Stress (psi)

Major strain Sec-0)
(%)

Major strain (Sec-1)
(%)

55

30425.40

0.348

0.237

56

31187.30

0.388

0.249

57

31847.62

0.376

0.277

58

32457.14

0.441

0.294

59

32965.08

0.404

0.302

60

33422.22

0.518

0.312
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Table 13 (contd.): Plate 8 tensile stress and major strain at different stages of loading
Stage

Stress (psi)

Major strain Sec-0)
(%)

Major strain (Sec-1)
(%)

61

33828.57

0.63

0.31

62

34234.92

0.626

0.31

63

34539.68

0.736

0.378

64

34895.24

0.564

0.363

65

35200.00

0.843

0.386

66

35504.76

0.932

0.407

67

35758.73

0.987

0.416

68

35911.11

1.084

0.438

69

36012.70

1.381

0.457
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Figure 61:Comparison tensile stress vs major strain at sections 0 and 1 for plate 8
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Figure 62. Comparison of strains at sec-0 and sec-1 vs horizontal distance across plate 8
Table 14 summarizes the maximum stress and fracture strain associated with each
of the plates. As per the observations the maximum fracture strain was found to be in plate
7 where the strain was 2.183% and minimum fracture strain was observed in plate 2 where
the strain was 0.507 %. For all of the plates fracture occurred in Section -0.
Table 14: Summary of fracture load and strain for each tested plates
Plate

Stress (psi)

Fracture Strain(%)

1

26804.3

0.546

2

26253.76

0.507

3

34270.97

0.9

4

32929.03

1.095

5

31105.38

1.363

6

31793.55

0.886

7

35250.79

2.183

8

36012.7

1.381
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5.4.3 Thickness reduction using Aramis
Aramis was used to capture the image that showing the reduction of thickness or
necking at failure load for gusset plate. During stretching of gusset plate, plate gets
thinner and ultimately fails due to excessive deformation. This check was done to observe
the actual necking region in the gusset plate and up to where does it extend. For all the
eight plates necking occurs within the block shear zone in between lead bolts for all
plates. No evidence of necking is seen in outer Whitmore zone for the plates. Observing
the design calculations summary in Table 3 the predicted failure was to be in Whitmore
section. However that prediction did not prove to be accurate. Elliot et al. (15) created a
FEA model to study the necking behavior of the specimen T-16 used Aalberg and Larsen
study. In his model he observe that necking of the specimen occurred in net tensile
section within block shear zone at the ultimate load state as shown in Figure 7. Although
according to Whitmore prediction T-16 should have failed at a load which 90% lesser
than actual failure load. FEA modelling result given by Elliot et al. can be actually
validated by this study by actual experimental observation. Figure 63-70 shown below
shows the experimental results for necking in gusset plates tested in this research.
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Figure 63: Necking of Plate 1 at stage 50 (77900 lbs)

Figure 64: Necking of Plate 2 at stage 75 (76300 lbs)
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Figure 65: Necking of Plate 3 at stage 198 (99600 lbs)

Figure 66: Necking of Plate 4 at stage 75 (95700 lbs)
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Figure 67: Necking of Plate 5 at stage 108 (90400 lbs)

Figure 68.Necking of Plate 6 at stage 80 (92400 lbs)
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Figure 69: Necking of Plate 7 at stage 126 (92400 lbs)

Figure 70: Necking of Plate 8 at stage 69 (70900 lbs)
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5.4.4 Study of stress contours around the failure
Major strain around the failure region was examined to check for the strains
distribution in the failure zone. Elliot presented von mises stress contour in his paper as
shown in to show that stresses are higher in the block shear zone compared to outer
Whitmore zone. Similar strain contours using Aramis was extracted for all the plates
tested in this experiment and are presented below in Figure 71.

Plate 1

Plate 2

Stage 50 (77900 lbs)

Stage 75(76300 lbs)

Plate 3

Plate 4

Stage 198 (99600 lbs)

Stage 75 (95700 lbs)
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Plate 5

Plate 6

Stage 108 (90400 lbs)

Stage 80 (92400 lbs)

Plate 7

Plate 8

Stage 126 (69400 lbs)

Stage 69 (70900 lbs)

Figure 71.Major strain contours in block shear zone for plates 1-8 tested for the
experiment
Strain contours plot shows that maximum strains for the plates at failure load is in
around the block shear zone of the plates. Plate 6 which was believed to have shown
some Whitmore section behavior has significantly greater strain around block shear
perimeter compared to the Whitmore zone. A similar plot was done for all of the eight
plates changing the upper limit to 40,000 µm/m and keeping same lower limit.
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Plate 7

Plate 8

Stage 126 (69400 lbs)

Stage 69 (70900 lbs)

Figure 72.Major strain contours in block shear zone for plates 1-8 tested for the
experiment
5.4.5 Out of plane buckling at gusset plate top end
Plates 1-8 all underwent buckling at the top connection. Two section 3 and 2 was
created in the plate using Aramis across top row of bolts and 1 inch above that
respectively. This was done to examine the out of plane displacement at failure loads for
each plates on the assumed section 2 and 3. A graph was plotted between the horizontal
distance in section vs corresponding displacement in the direction of loading. Figure 73
represents comparison of out of plane displacement for plate 1. Compare to plate 2 plate
1 displacement is more. Displacement at section – 3 around bolt hole region is greater as
compared to the section -2 for plate 2. Figure 74 represents graphical comparison of out
of plane displacement at two assumed sections for plate 2.
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Figure 73: Comparison of out of plane displacement for plate 1 at sec-2 and sec-3
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Figure 74: Comparison of out of plane displacement for plate 2 at sec-2 and sec-3
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Figure 75 represents the out of plane bending comparison between for plate 3
assumed section. Compared to sec- 2 displacement of sec-3 is on the higher side for this
plate. Section is stretched in outward direction about the centroid of the top part of the
plate. Compared to plate 2 outward displacement is more uniform.
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Figure 75: Comparison of out of plane displacement for plate 3 at sec-2 and sec-3
Comparing graph from to graph of plate 2 average out of plane displacement for
plate 4 is more. Compared to plate 3 the displacement in z direction for plate 4 is slightly
less linear.
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Figure 76. Comparison of out of plane displacement for plate 4 at sec-2 and sec-3
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Figure 77: Comparison of out of plane displacement for plate 5 at sec-2 and sec-3
.
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Figure 78. Comparison of out of plane displacement for plate 6 at sec-2 and sec-3
The out of plane displacement in section 3 is higher than that of sec-2 on both
sides of the plate 7. As the failure occurs in lower bolt region plate tend to stretch as
softening of the plate occurs.
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Figure 79. Comparison of out of plane displacement for plate 7 at sec-2 and sec-3
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Figure 80. Comparison of out of plane displacement for plate 8 at sec-2 and sec-3
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Chapter Six
Conclusion and Future Work
A total of 8 steel gusset plates were tested under uniaxial loading for this experiment.
All the specimens were designed using ASIC steel construction manual 14th edition. All
the specimens failed at the gusset and WT section bolted connection as designed. Although
all plates were tested in uniaxial tension buckling was observed in gusset plate at top.
Failure mode for each of the eight plates was block shear failure. Failure initiated across
lower rows of bolts and eventually failed in block shear. None of the plates failed in a
manner where failure across the lead bolt extended up to outer Whitmore zone indicating
no failure in Whitmore section. Failure loads also indicated that Plate failure could be
summarized in following with following point.
•

All plates failed in block shear although it was predicted that failure would occur
in Whitmore section.

•

Comparing the ratio of actual/predicted average for Whitmore and block shear,
block shear was much closer in predicting failure than by Whitmore.

•

Variation in predicted vs actual behavior of plate was much less in case of block
shear compared to Whitmore

•

For shorter connection plates (Plate 1,2,7,8) Whitmore method was particularly
unsuitable. For shorter connection plates Whitmore method was found to
underestimate the failure load by more than 100%. Average actual/predicted, Rw
for Whitmore was found to be 2.41 for these four plates whereas for block shear,
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ratio of actual/predicted RBS was 1.60. This means block shear is more suitable for
design of shorter connection length compared to Whitmore method.
•

There was some effect of plate width on the strength of plates. Comparing plates
1&2 and 7&8, R values for narrower plates were lower because failure loads were
lower even though design calculations were identical. This deserves a further study
where wide and narrower plates can be tested for some interaction between
yield/fracture and BS limit states for narrower plates 7,8.

•

Impact of more number of bolts at same connection length seem to be small. This
was done by doing a comparison between plate 3&4 and 5&6. R value was found
to be higher more for bolt scenario, in the block shear case probably because design
equation has you pick between shear yielding and shear fracture when in reality
failure is likely a combined phenomenon.

Major strain analysis for the plate was done using digital image correlation (DIC).
Calculation of major strain was carried out for the plate using DIC software Aramis. Major
strain was analyzed at two location of gusset plate close to the failure zone. Strain analysis
showed that measure of strain across last rows of bolts is higher than that of strain measure
2 inches below it. Major strain analysis of plate revealed no phenomenon describe by
Whitmore method. Plate 6 showed a trace sign of Whitmore section but in fact was a block
shear failure and Whitmore section was observed only after the plate failed in block shear.
Higher strain were seen developing in left and right section of connection only after peak
load was surpassed. Load vs major strain graph revealed that section 0 yielded in all cases
whereas yielding in sec -1 did not occur for plate 1, plate 2 and plate 8. Aramis was used
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to observe the thickness reduction in the plate. For each plate thickness reduction image
was pulled and necking was observed. It was observed that necking was confined in the
block shear zone of the plate across the lead bolts. No necking or failure was observed in
outer Whitmore zone. No necking was observed along the block shear planes either the
block shear phenomena in each plate was clearly a combination of fracture of the tension
plane and yielding of the shear plane in each case. Two sections were created at the top of
gusset plate for comparing out of plane displacement in the plate. One section was across
upper bolt row, section 3 and the other section, section- 2 was 1 inch above section- 3.
Comparison result showed that out of plane displacement for section 3 was more as
compared to section-2.
Prior to this study, much of the research into gusset plate failure and design using
Whitmore method has been theoretical and relied on numerical simulation for results. Elliot
et al. (15) ran simulations into determining the behavior of gusset plates under tensile
loading but did not do any experimental testing to confirm their results. This study
complements the analytical results by Elliot with experimental findings.
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Future work
More study can be done to compare the strength behavior for narrower and wider gusset
plate. Gusset plate of different thickness can be used to study the buckling effect in gusset
plate. Same tension member was used in this study for all gusset plates further study can
be done by taking different members and studying effect of it on connection strength.
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